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Wayz Press, United Kingdom, 2011. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Being a successful student is far more about being a smart user
of effective strategies than about being ?smart? Indeed, we can predict how well a student will do
simply on the basis of their use of study strategies. While mnemonics don?t help you understand
your material, they do help you remember those many details you need to achieve expertise in a
topic ? details such as technical words and lists of principles. They can also help you remember tags
or labels that trigger recall for meaningful information, which is particularly useful in situations
such as exams or public speaking. While you can find basic information on mnemonics in many
books and websites, this concise book goes far beyond the same tired descriptions, using the latest
research to explain exactly how these strategies work and are best used. The hardest part of
permanently improving your memory is changing your habits and becoming an effective user of
effective strategies. The best way to do this, research has shown, is through understanding how
different strategies work, and when and how to use them. Through...
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A really great publication with perfect and lucid explanations. Of course, it is play, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. I discovered this book
from my i and dad suggested this publication to find out.
-- Dr . Aug ustine B or er-- Dr . Aug ustine B or er

This pdf is very gripping and fascinating. We have read and that i am certain that i am going to going to read once more again in the future. Once you
begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- B ur nice Cr onin-- B ur nice Cr onin
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